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The gymnastics team competed at the
George Washington Quad-Meet
over the weekend in Washington, D.C.
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Judith Blake pledges $8 million to UNH
By Mark Kobzik
STAFF WRITER
When former advertisement
executive and UNH alumna Judith “Jude” Blake was growing
up, it was common for her father

to say it was her duty to give back
to her community if she were to
become successful. With her father’s inﬂuence in mind, Blake
recently pledged an $8 million
donation to UNH, with a majority of those funds going directly
towards programs beneﬁting stu-

dents in the Peter T. Paul School
of Business and Economics.
Blake’s father, Dr. Jules
Blake, made it known that he
wanted more for his daughters
than what he had. In Jude’s case,
he not only encouraged her to
go to university, but to go even

further: into the business world.
Jude mentioned that when she
was a young woman, it wasn’t
overly popular for women to
head into business professions.
Donation
continued on page 3

one for the thumb
UNH students celebrate Patriots’ 34-28 Super Bowl victory

Students celebrate the Patriots’ Super Bowl win on Main Street in Durham.

China Wong/Staff

By Alex LaRoza
STAFF WRITER
It was around 10:25 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 5 when the New England Patriots pulled off a miraculous comeback win against the
Atlanta Falcons during Super Bowl LI. Fireworks signaled the start of the festivities and, by 10:30 p.m., Main Street was crowded
with thousands of students celebrating this unexpected victory.
“No description can match how I feel right now,” senior marketing and business analytics major Troy Gilﬁx said. “You
can’t beat it, you can’t beat that feeling.”
Super bowl continued on page 3

Student
Senate
Update
Dean’s impeachment
failed unanimously, addition and removal of
senators
By Tyler Kennedy
CONTENT EDITOR
After a recess of nine weeks,
the Student Senate adjourned for
the ﬁrst time this semester on Saturday afternoon to discuss a number of matters, including a bill
calling for the removal of Jonathan Dean as student body president. The bill, which ultimately
failed to obtain a single vote of
support from those who attended
Saturday’s meeting in room S145
of Kingsbury Hall, was the result
of Student Senate Speaker Alex
Fries receiving a collection of petitions that contained over 300 undergraduate students’ signatures
calling for Dean’s impeachment.
“Like what I’ve done for my
entire time as student body president, I’m going to do my best to
represent all students here, and
hear their voices and make policy
decisions off of it. That’s my job,”
Dean said on Sunday in reﬂection
of the previous day’s vote.
All other resolutions brought
upon the ﬂoor that afternoon were
passed. The ﬁrst of which was a
bill introduced by Dean and his
vice president, Carley Rotenberg,
that called for the separation of
Homecoming Weekend and Family Weekend. Dean said in the
meeting that this was a resolution
that had the power to affect all
members of the study body.
Saturday’s meeting also
saw the establishment of an Ad
Hoc Committee on the Revision
of Governance Documents. The
Senate
continued on page 3

History professors offer beer course Staff members trained for counseling center HRT services
By Van Hendrickx

STAFF WRITER

A brand new course being taught this semester, History
425: Beer in World History, had
brewed for a few years before
ﬁnally being offered by history
professor of Europe in the Middle
Ages, David Bachrach, and history professor of 17th century Atlantic world history, Cynthia Van
Zandt.
In an email regarding the

topic of the course, Professors
Bachrach and Van Zandt said that
felt they could provide students
a “richer experience” with their
diverse ﬁelds of study covering
very different ﬁelds of academic
expertise if the course was taught
by both professors.
“Both of us were really interested in doing it, so we designed
the course together. We meet
Beer
continued on page 3

By Madison Neary
STAFF WRITER
According to Senior Vice
Provost of Student Affairs and
Dean of Students John T. Kirkpatrick, the resignation of ﬁve
members of the UNH Counseling
Center, three staff psychologists
and two associate directors had
no coordination with his decision
to temporarily suspend the mandatory assessment trans students
need before beginning hormone

replacement therapy treatment
(HRT) last semester, as reported
by the Union Leader
In Kirkpatrick’s view, change
is needed in the UNH Counseling
Center’s practices and policies in
order to meet the increased demand for its services. Though the
inﬂux of resignations occurred
during the time of his controversial decision, he assures these departures were due to employees
feeling that their views did not
align with the future practices in

the counseling center and not due
to the suspension.
“The students were angry
at me,” Kirkpatrick said. “But I
have an obligation to make sure
that everyone is well and safe and
healthy. So it wasn’t a popular decision, but it was a necessary one
in my view to make sure our UNH
students are safe.”
The decision to require
Counseling
continued on page 3
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- Juggling Club
Meeting, MUB 330/332,
7 - 10p.m.
- Sketched Out
Comedy, MUB 233,
7 - 8p.m.
-Men’s Basketball
vs. Albany, 7p.m.
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Super Bowl Comeback Electrifies Durham

United Asian Coalition
Celebrates Lunar New
Year
The UAC hosted its eighth annual Lunar New Year on Friday,
Feb. 3. The night was complete
with skits and Chinese food.
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Students gather in downtown Durham after the Patriots defeated the
Atlanta Falcons, 34 - 28, in what is being called the biggest comeback
in Super Bowl history.

Wildcats fall to Eagles and River Hawks

Writers Series Welcomes
Jerald Walker
The first session of UNH’s Writers Series for the spring semester welcomed Jerald Walker
to discuss his two memoirs.

15
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The men’s hockey team fell to Boston College, 6-4, at the Whittemore
Center Friday night. The following night, UMass Lowell defeated the
Wildcats in Lowell, 8-2.
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Feb. 7
- Anime Club,
MUB 338/340, 5 - 8p.m.
- UNH Dance
Marathon, MUB 332,
7 - 9p.m.
WEATHER:
31/30
Snow

Feb. 8
- Anthropology
Club, MUB 321, 6 - 7p.m.
- Table Tennis UNH,
MUB 330/332, 7 - 9p.m.
WEATHER:
52/26
Morning Showers

Feb. 9
- Women’s Basketball vs. Vermont,
7p.m.
- Improv Anonymous
Show, MUB 18,
8 - 10:15p.m.
WEATHER:
27/21
Mostly Cloudy

The next issue of

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

@THENEWHAMPSHIRE

Thursday, Feb. 9, 2017

CORRECTIONS------

In the issue published on Jan 30, the photos featured with the article “‘Buddies’
new and old dance the night away” were credited to Brendon Burns; the photos
were taken by Andrew Ware.

WEATHER:
30/32
Mostly Sunny

@THENEWHAMPSHIRE

will be published on:

Weather according to weather.com
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Donation
continued from page 1
Blake took her father’s advice. After graduating with a master’s degree in business from the
Wharton School at the University
of Pennsylvania, Blake went on to
become a marketing executive at
companies such as General Mills
and PepsiCo.
For many years Blake hadn’t
thought much of UNH, outside of
sending donation checks once a
year. That changed in the fall of
1999 when she received a visit
from Young Dawkins, who, at
that time, was the head fundraising chief at the UNH Foundation.
“He asked me why I hadn’t
given more. I told him that I gave
money to the Wharton School. He
said that Wharton has hundreds
of people like you, but UNH
doesn’t,” Jude said.
Though she’s been active
on the UNH campus since 2000,
Beer
continued from page 1
regularly to discuss themes, topics and how to draw connections
between lectures,” the email said.
Because the course covers
thousands of years, the professors’ different areas of expertise
are especially helpful. Professor
Bachrach covers the earlier material, Professor Van Zandt covers the later material. Many of
their topics and themes overlap,
which allows students to look at
various subjects from more than
one angle.
According to the course description, History 425 covers
the impact that beer has had on
civilization’s social, religious,
political and economic practices
over the last 5,000 years across
the map. Some of the topics
they discuss in the course are
the origin of beer, beer’s impact on identity in a social and
personal sense, as well as “how
beer spurred industrialization,

Blake’s presence has increased
notably since her retirement, including positions on the following boards: the UNH Foundation
Board of Directors, the University Systems of New Hampshire
Board of Trustees, the UNH
Alumni Association Board of Directors and the Paul College advisory board. She also started a
fellowship program in 2007 and
a scholarship fund in 2008, and
mentors business students.
“It goes back to core values. I was taught by my father
about the importance of higher
education and giving back. That’s
something that I keep with me,”
Blake said. “I try my best to live
that out.”
Blake’s pledge is part of the
university’s Celebrate 150 Campaign, a fundraising initiative
started in 2011 that just started
its public phase this past fall. The
goal for the campaign is $275
million, and, as of right now,

$256 million has been raised.
Since July 2016, UNH had raised
$56 million and looks to ﬁnish
the public phase by 2018. As is
the case with Blake’s pledge, the
majority of funds raised will go
toward student support.
Debbie Dutton, president of
the UNH Foundation and the vice
president of advancement for the
university, said that some of the
goals of the campaign are to bring
more people like Blake on board.
According to Dutton, in the past
most of the larger donations came
from individuals like Peter Paul,
Marcy Carsey or Dana Hamel,
otherwise known as the usual suspects. The goal for Dutton and the
foundation is to broaden the scope
of those who donate.
“The long-term goal for
UNH is get more people involved.
This campaign is a turning point
for UNH,” Dutton said. “People
feel very conﬁdent.”

labor specialization, the history
of markets and globalization,”
as the course description reads.
“In the past we’ve discussed
many different kinds of topics
in our classes, such as political,
cultural and religious history.
We bring those interests to the
Beer In World History course,
but we have had to learn a lot
of new things for this course as
well. We were intrigued by the
challenge and opportunity to expand our knowledge while offering an entirely new subject area
for our students,” the email said.
The email also stated that
uncovering the immense impact
beer has had all over the world
had been the most interesting
part of teaching this class for the
two professors.
Unfortunately for any upper
or lower classman trying to wrap
their lips around some unique
ale, there are no beer tastings in
this 400-level course. However,
Bachrach and Van Zandt claim
to enjoy drinking an occasional
beer, and so have wondered

about the history of beer for a
long time.
“As historians who do research in European archives, we
both have had the opportunity to
travel to Europe and sample local beers, many with long historical traditions,” the email said.
“We were both always interested
in learning about those traditions
and how they connect to some
of the larger historical themes
and events everyone is always
taught.”
Through their research becoming subtle beer connoisseurs,
Professor Bachrach is partial to
pilsners because of their connection to medieval military history
while professor Van Zandt prefers IPA’s because of their link to
British colonial expansion.
History 435 combines years
of history with a favorite gameday drink and is likely to be
popular amongst lower and upperclassmen alike.
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Senate
continued from page 1
group’s primary goal is to address
concerns regarding inconsistencies, content, grammar and the
formatting of bylaws regarding
the senate. Nicholas LaCourse
and Douglas Marino were appointed as co-chairpersons to the
new committee. Earlier in the
night, Marino was also approved

Counseling
continued from page 1
World Professional Association
for Transgender Health (WPATH)
certiﬁcation before a psychologist
can assess a transgender individual
for their readiness for HRT is one
of many changes the counseling
center is undergoing after its previous director, Dr. David Cross,
left and Kirkpatrick absorbed his
responsibilities. Though it is not a
national standard, Kirkpatrick and
the Interim Director of the Counseling Center, Dr. Joan Glutting,
both said that they believe it is
necessary. Due to these feelings,
the assessment aspect of treatment
at UNH was temporarily suspended in the fall until a clinician could
be properly trained.
“Being able to assess for
readiness for hormone treatment
for our transgender clients is a
sub-specialty and it requires special training,” Glutting said.
The university has paid
to train one clinician, Dr. Sean
Moundas, in WPATH. One other
member of the counseling staff
has received the certiﬁcation, but
not at the university’s expense.
According to Kirkpatrick, it cost
around $4,000 in total for the
four-day training process that took
place in Washington, D.C., which
includes the necessary lodging
and travel expenses.
Vice president of TransUNH,
Safe Zones coordinator and UNH
senior Charlie Durkin does not believe two clinicians is an adequate

3

for the position of community development chairperson.
Saturday afternoon also saw
the removal of three senators and
the addition of four. The three
individuals removed as senators
were Ross Carey, Devon McMahon and Ryan DuBois, and the
four new senators are Ethan McClanahan, Elena Ryan, Tara Pimentel and Elisha Mahar.

amount. He thinks that, moving
forward, the relationship between
the students and those making decisions about the Counseling Center needs to be more transparent.
“I want to hear is that something is wrong, because something
is wrong for that many people to be
leaving,” Durkin said. “So that’s
what makes me nervous about
there only being two [people] who
can write the letters. Who knows
how long they will be there.”
During the time the assessment services were suspended,
hormone therapy was not interrupted and a service was provided
for students needing assessment
to receive the therapy in Boston.
Kirkpatrick noted that, at any given time, the counseling center is
working on two or three cases and
writes around six letters for HRT
in a given 12 month period.
“I couldn’t tell you what the
true incidence and prevalence
of that [HRT and assessment] is,
but at any one point so far we are
dealing with two or three active
cases,” Kirkpatrick said.
Among the changes within
the counseling center are the implementation of evening hours that
better ﬁt studens’ schedules and on
call hours so a clinician, not a hall
director or police, can make the
decision if a student needs to be
transported to the hospital. Kirkpatrick also plans on diversifying
the counseling center’s staff as to
better represent the population it
serves.

TNH’s 2nd annual

Valentine’s Day love letters
Submit a love letter to tnh.editor@unh.edu or send a DM to
@thenewhampshire to be published in our Valentine’s Day issue on Feb.13!
Letters may be published anonymously with a pseudonym and must be under
150 words.

Super bowl
continued from page 1
“It’s hard to explain [how I
feel],” senior environmental conservation and sustainability major
Keegan Smith said. “I thought
that we were [going to] lose. A
hundred percent that we were
[going to] lose. But for this to be
our senior year and to win is just a
capstone. In this moment in time,
with all the politics involved, it’s
good to unite the entire region,
and that’s what we see here today.”
“There were a lot of students

who crowded to the streets,” Student Body President Jonathan
Dean said. “I’m getting reports in
of at least several thousand [students].”
Police were brought in from
neighboring districts to maintain
security. Prior to the win, the police were predicting a busy but
safe night regardless of the results.
“I guess the expectation for
tonight is if they win, we usually
see a happy crowd. I would guess
about 2,000 people,” Detective
Sgt. Jack Dalton said before the
game ended. “If they lose, it’s

probably [going to] be a pretty
somber crowd.”
“The goal is to make sure
everyone gets home safely and
everyone is able to have fun and
enjoy the moment,” Dalton added. “We’re not looking to ruin the
moment, we’re just here to make
sure that it’s safe.”
Durham Town Counselor Al
Howland came to the celebrations
out of curiosity.
“I actually wanted to see
what it was like in a big event,
and see how the police responded.
Actually, we came after they [the
police] did their brieﬁng at about

8:30 [p.m.],” Howland said. “I
think they’ve been really good.
The idea is to try to keep students
safe, and it’s not so much about
arresting people than keeping
people safe.”
Though the majority of students celebrated respectfully
and responsibly, some were seen
throwing bottles and climbing
rooftops, ﬂagpoles and trees. By
the time the celebrations started
to clear out around 11:07 p.m.,
some property damage had been
reported.
“There was deﬁnitely some
reports of damage to some cars

and some trees in the area,” Dean
said. One of the cars that Dean alluded to was a Kia Rio LX that
was parked in front of Hayden
Sports at 44 Main Street. The
vehicle had its rearview window
smashed in and top dented during
the celebrations.
“Whatever happened with
that is deﬁnitely not Wildcat behavior and it’s not what we condone,” Dean said. “But overall,
I think the majority of students
were able to celebrate a really
exciting win responsibly and respectfully like the administration
asked.”
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Skits, food and performances ring in Lunar New Year #InstaTNH Snapshots from campus
By Aaron Soroa
STAFF WRITER
The UNH United Asian Coalition (UAC) held their eighth
annual Lunar New Year celebration on the night of Friday, Feb.
3 in the Granite State Room of
the Memorial Union Building
(MUB). The Lunar New Year is a
celebration of the new year based
off of the Chinese calendar, and
while the actual date of the new
year can vary based on the lunar
cycle (this is why the celebration
is referred to as the “Lunar” new
year), the new year always occurs between the dates of Jan. 21
and Feb. 20. This year is the year
of the rooster, and was celebrated
globally on Jan. 28.
The Lunar New Year isn’t
only celebrated in China, but is
viewed as a holiday in countries
across Asia. The celebrations consist of honoring specific traditions.
The UAC contracted the Chinese
Folk Art Workshop—a group of
performers that honor Chinese
traditions— from Boston for the
event. Mei Wei, the restaurant
offering Asian cuisine located in
Durham at 7 Mill Road, catered
the celebration that night.
The Lunar New Year celebration began with a skit put on by
UAC members titled “Legend of
Nian.” In the skit, the character
Nian was a dragon that terrorized
the villagers. The villagers have

no idea how to get rid of Nian, but
upon beginning to lose all hope,
an old man offers some advice.
The old man advises the villagers
to show no fear because Nian is
fueled by their fear of him. He also
encourages them to wear red to
scare off Nian. The villagers took
the advice and by the end of the
skit, they are able to scare of Nian.
During the skit, the night’s
host, Auderien Monareh, the president of the UAC, paused the performers and took time to instruct
the crowd on how to make paper
lanterns. The audience appeared
to enjoy this interactive moment
of the skit, displaying the success
met by the UAC in sharing this
quick arts and crafts project with
a full house.
Following the skit, those in
attendance were able to enjoy the
dinner, as supplied by Mei Wei.
The menu was extensive and
consisted of traditional Chinese
cuisine that included fried rice,
veggie lo mien, chicken skewers,
chicken and broccoli, and beef and
broccoli. The United Asian Coalition was successful in providing
enough food for everyone.
After dinner, the night continued with the performances from
the Chinese Folk Art Workshop.
These performances included traditional dances, a dragon dance
and a Chinese yo-yo display.
The dragon dance was titled
Celestial Dragon, and was a true

Aaron Soroa/Staff

The Lunar New Year event
was hosted by the UNH
United Asian Coalition
(UAC). Traditional dinner
was provided by Mei Wei

crowd-pleaser. During the performance, multiple people held up
a giant, glow-in-the-dark, traditional Chinese dragon and moved
it so it danced with the music. The
vivid colors of the dragon caught
the crowd by surprise.
Another crowd favorite was
the “Yo-yo Sensation” performance, in which a group of performers did multiple yo-yo tricks.
Sophomore Troy Hartmann, who
was a fan of the yo-yo performance, said, “I thought the yo-yo
performance was really impressive. It looked like it took a lot of
technical skill and practice.”

Follow us @thenewhampshire
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OPEN FORUM
with

PRESIDENT MARK HUDDLESTON and PROVOST NANCY TARGETT
FEBRUARY 15, 2017 • 12:30 P.M.
Granite State Room, MUB

Questions will be accepted from the audience
and via email at Open.Forum@unh.edu

President Mark Huddleston and Provost Nancy
Targett will host a town-hall style forum to talk
about the state of UNH today, answer your
questions and engage in a conversation about
how our community can create a bright,
successful future.

#UNHForum
®
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TNH PHOTO ALBUM Super Bowl Celebration in downtown Durham
On the night of Feb. 5, UNH students all over campus watched the Patriots
triumph over the Falcons in a tight game. Afterward, thousands of students
flocked to Main Street to celebrate the Patriots’ victory together through
cheers, fireworks and more.
PHOTOS BY ALEX LAROZA, BRENDON BURNS, COLLEEN IRVINE AND ALYCIA WILSON
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February brings black mechanical engineering alumnus to focus
about diverse students at UNH
who have either made history or
somehow impacted the world.
Layman attended UNH with
a Martin Luther King Jr. scholarship and has risen through the
ranks of a large engineering and
construction company. In 2005,
Layman received the College
of Engineering and Physical
Science (CEPS) Distinguished
Alumnus Award.
According to a proﬁle of
Layman on the UNH CEPS website, he has founded JRL Enterprises, which involves the manufacture and renovation of many
different types of global transit
vehicles, including trolleys and
subways. After he received his
master’s degree from the Uni-

By Gabrielle Lamotagne

STAFF WRITER

According to a binder presentation on the third ﬂoor of
the Memorial Union Building
(MUB), Class of 1973 alumnus
John Layman, “is the ﬁrst, and
still the only person identifying
as black to graduate with a degree in mechanical engineering
from UNH.”
The presentation includes
information about the graduate’s
time studying at UNH, as well as
his time after graduation.
Many other minority alumni
are highlighted throughout its
pages, including the artist whose
painting graces the entrance to
Dimond Library. The binder is

own’s started...

2017 WILDCAT
SENDOFF
CO U N T D O W
N TO G R A D U
AT IO N
IMPORTANT D
ATES
15

Paint Night

28

Budgets & Brownies

13

Commencement Fair

13 Lobster Bake
10, 11, 16, 17 Cap & Gown Pickup
19 Commencement Rehearsal and
20

ate without ﬁlling out that section.”
Foster also said, “I wish we
could change the wording on
the poster because the minute
it went up there, I thought ‘that
doesn’t sound right.’”
The binder with this information is part of the program
of tribute to Martin Luther King
Jr. The events and programs, including the content of the binder
presentation, were not just decided by the Ofﬁce of Community, Equity and Diversity.
“It’s a committee of volunteers who are willing to take
a few moments out of their day
each month to make the decisions about programs on campus,” Foster said.

Despite the misleading
phrasing of the binder presentation, there have been black students since 1973 who graduated
with a degree in mechanical engineering, just not any who ofﬁcially registered or “identiﬁed”
as black.
“Charles Clarke [for example] is a mechanical engineer
and he still comes to a lot of our
workshops,” Foster said
This is one more recent
mechanical engineering graduate that Foster knows, though
he never identiﬁed as black ofﬁcially.
According to Foster, there
are a few others though there
still isn’t as much diversity at
UNH as she would like.

Interested in writing for TNH?

SENIORS, the countd

FEB
MAR
APR
MAY

versity of Pittsburgh, he stayed
in Pittsburgh and started his own
company. Layman has purposely
hired those who have trouble
ﬁnding jobs in the United States,
such as minorities and convicts,
and is said to be highly involved
in the Pittsburgh community.
However, the statement
does not in fact mean that Layman has been the only black student to graduate from UNH with
a degree in mechanical engineering.
Educational Program Coordinator for the Ofﬁce of Community, Equity and Diversity,
Sylvia Foster said, “‘Identifying’
means they checked the box to
register as black. There are a lot
of people who enroll and gradu-

Come join us at a contributors’ meeting!

Mondays at 8p.m. in MUB 132
Hope to see you there!

Please
Recycle

Honors Convocation

Commencement

#wildcatsendoﬀ unh.edu/main/wildcat-sendoﬀ
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Steve Haas takes over comedy night, gets laughs
By Christopher Edwards

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Down in the dark, Wi-Filess Memorial Union Building (MUB) basement, a crowd
waited right outside of the entertainment center. They looked
for laughs and memories to share
with friends, and they weren’t
disappointed.
On Saturday, Feb. 4 at 9
p.m., Steve Haas took the stage
in place of Jenny Zigrino, the
original performer. Like many in
the packed entertainment center,
I was confused, but adjusted my
focus quickly to accommodate
this new entertainment. I felt that
a new comedian would be much

more interesting to interview
than someone who was fairly
well known such as Jenny Zigrino. I mean she had her late night
debut on Conan O’Brien, what
more do people need to know?
So I snatched up the opportunity
to bring light to a lesser-known
form of entertainment.
Steve had the room laughing from wall to wall as he told
stories about using an app to
make friends (in which he ended
up going on an awkward “date”
with some random guy), to a story of himself and one of his past
girlfriends making a “Sim” of
their lives. He apparently made
her “Sim” character too fat and
caused his actual girlfriend to go
on a no-carb diet.

“ I went to an open mic one night at my

school where I performed comedy. I like
to write and I look at comedy as another
form of writing.”

Steve Haas
Script Consulter and Comedian

He had no problem with going on the diet with her, as he
thought a carb was a ﬁsh and not
the complex sugar that makes
up our breads and pastas. I too
am guilty of getting involved in
the activity of creating a fantasy
Sim world with a girlfriend and
decided in my interview of him
to ask if it was a true story. I was

happy to learn that this story
wasn’t just for the show and that
I wasn’t alone (I still question
the part about him thinking that
a carb was just a name for a ﬁsh,
though. I should’ve asked him
about that).
Steve Haas, originally from
Chicago, lives in Los Angeles
where he works full time as a

script consulter during the day
and performs comedy at night.
He went to school at Columbia
University and graduated with a
Bachelor of Arts in ﬁlm.
I asked him about how he
started doing comedy and he told
me, “I went to an open mic one
night at my school where I performed comedy. I like to write
and I look at comedy as another
form of writing.”
When I asked him about
what he would say his best experience is while doing comedy,
he said, “traveling.” He said he
likes traveling around to different places and schools to perform.

Sign up for our

digital
Newsletter
by visiting our website

tnhdigital.com
and never miss an issue of TNH again!
@thenewhampshire

Follow

us on
TWITTER
@thenewhampshire

Have a news tip?

Spill the tea.
tnh.editor@unh.edu
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Jerald Walker speaks for UNH’s Writer Series
By Stephanie Morales
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Renowned author and essayist Jerald Walker grew up in a
white supremacist doomsday cult
with his two blind parents on the
south side of Chicago.
Quoting James Baldwin
when he was asked whether he
thought being black, gay and
poor was a disadvantage to being
a writer, Walker said, “Disadvantage? I think I’ve hit the jackpot.”
On Thursday, Feb. 2 at 5
p.m., Walker read from his work,
held a Q&A session and a book
signing in the Memorial Union
Building’s (MUB) Theater I.
The UNH Department of English brought Walker to be the first

speaker of this semester’s Writers
Series. The audience of 40 people
consisted of mainly undergraduate and graduate students, faculty
and residents of Durham, as the
event was open to the public.
Walker is the author of two
memoirs, “The World on Fire: A
Black Boyhood in a White Supremacist Doomsday Cult” and
“Street Shadows: A Memoir of
Race, Rebellion, and Redemption.” He is also the recipient
of the 2011 PEN/New England
Award for Nonfiction and has
published essays in many notable
journals, including the Harvard
Review and the Oxford American. He also teaches creative
writing at Emerson College in
Boston.

Throughout the event, Walker used humor as a way to engage
with listeners, as his writing that
he read from provoked some
laughs from the audience.
“His humor not only engaged the audience, but it also
made the topics he read about
more accessible,” junior Kate
Springer said.
Springer also said that hearing about his life sounded “almost unreal.”
During the Q&A portion of
the event, Walker shared a story
about how his creative writing
professor inspired him to go into
writing.
“When you’re lost and
someone tells you which direction to go in, you ought to listen,”

Walker said.
Walker went into further detail of how that same professor
paid for his college tuition. The
two still keep in touch and years
ago Walker sent his professor his
first published memoir to read.
Before losing his sight, the professor managed to read Walker’s
memoir and told him that it would
be “the last book” he would ever
read.
With this story, Walker illustrated the importance of memoirs
that often goes unrecognized.
“The role of memoirs isn’t
just to shine the spotlight on
yourself, but to shine it on the
people in your life who deserve
it,” Walker said.
Some of the advice Walker

gave to young writers who are interested in writing nonfiction was
to “read a lot of fiction,” and to
“write good prose regularly.”
Many audience members responded well to the event, with a
group of students agreeing that
his reading was “riveting.”
A master’s student in nonfiction writing, Kristen Melamed
called Walker “motivating” and
“inspirational.” She especially
found his insight on how to recreate dialogue from memory in
nonfiction writing to be helpful.
“He gave such valuable insight and great advice to young
writers out there,” Melamed said.
“I think he’s the best speaker
we’ve had in the UNH Writers
Series so far.”

PLEASE RECYCLE
NH Brief
Vintage Aircraft Hangar for rent at Portsmouth International Airport
PORTSMOUTH, N.H. –
For rent: Vintage aircraft hangar. Historically significant.
Repairs needed.
The Pease Development
Authority is having a hard

time finding a tenant for the
former Pan Am Airlines hangar, which has sat empty for
10 years at Portsmouth International Airport.
Executive director David

Mullen tells the Portsmouth
Herald that obstacles to leasing the 4.5-acre space include
the substantial investment
needed to rehab the building
and environmental concerns

over use of a chemical solvent
by the Air Force.
Mullen said restricted
hours of use preclude Fed-Ex
and other delivery companies
using overnight flights. But he

remains hopeful that the right
tenant, possibly an airline or
maintenance and repair company, can one day utilize the
space.

Office of First Year Programs

APPLY TO BE AN

ORIENTATION LEADER
Are you looking for an opportunity to develop your leadership skills, make life-long friends, and support
the transition of new students at UNH?
The Office of First Year Programs is looking for dedicated and hardworking UNH undergraduate students to
welcome new students and their families to our campus in June! Apply TODAY!

Free Room and Meals for June & $800 Stipend!

APPLICATIONS DUE WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15TH AT 12 PM UNH.EDU/ORIENTATION /OL-JOB-DESCRIPTION

Email Questions to First.Year@unh.edu
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Suspected serial killer to be caught
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In an ad displayed on its website, the ECenter promotes the establishment of the i2
Passport Program.
be on Feb. 12, and the ﬁnal event,
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By Zerina Bajramovic
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CONCORD, N.H. (AP)
– New Hampshire authorities
have gotten a few tips since
publicizing details about a suspected serial killer but nothing leading to his true identity
or that of some of his possible
victims.
Law enforcement ofﬁcials
recently announced that a man
who died in prison in 2010 likely killed a girlfriend who disappeared from New Hampshire
in 1981 and an unidentiﬁed

woman and three girls whose
bodies were found in barrels in
Allenstown in 1985 and 2000.
The suspect went by the name
Bob Evans in New Hampshire
but authorities don’t believe
that was his real name.
Senior Assistant Attorney
General Jeffery Strelzin says
his ofﬁce has received some
tips since a Jan. 26 news conference but nothing that has
helped identify Evans or the
Allenstown victims.

retirement home seeks to raise money
EXETER, N.H. (AP) – A
nonproﬁt retirement community in Exeter is ready to raise
more than $100,000. Now it
just needs a good cause.
RiverWoods is seeking
applications for its next fundraising gala auction. The community will pick a nonproﬁt
group in the Exeter area to partner with. Leading up the gala,
the community will organize a
“RiverWoods Reach Out” day
for staff and residents to volunteer at the organization.

Over the past 10 auctions, RiverWoods has raised
more than $600,000. Last
year, more than 400 people attended an auction that generated $120,000 to beneﬁt Saint
Vincent de Paul Exeter, which
provides food, health care, employment assistance and other
services to those struggling in
poverty.
Applications for the next
event are due Feb. 28. The winner will be chosen in April.
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Faculty lecture addresses political asylum, new and old
By Harry Haytayan
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
On Thursday, Feb. 2, the
Center of the Humanities sponsored a Faculty Fellows Lecture
given by Presidential Professor of
history and women’s studies Janet
Polasky titled, “Political Asylum
in a World of Nations.”
Professor Polasky is a recipient of the Center of the Humanities’ Faculty Research Fellowship. In her lecture, she presented
the preliminary research of her
sixth book, which covers how
free republics of the late 18th to
mid 19th centuries dealt with the
contradiction of welcoming those
who wanted liberty, and receiving
politically charged fugitives. She
examined how stories of political
fugitives like Thomas Paine and
Karl Marx, driven from their native countries by wars and revolutions, tested the claims to liberty
of the respective countries that
received them.
Polasky drew on how political refugees entered revolutionary
Paris, hoping to, at one point, start
revolutions in their native countries because of the environment
of freedom and liberty that Paris
had adopted by the mid 1780s.
However, Polasky explained that
the definition of nation was starting to change in France as the revolution continued. By the 1790s,

the refugees had gone from representing the liberty-seeking cosmopolitan to instead representing
“the foreign.” Subsequently, they
were forced to flee Paris and go
to Holland due to surveillance and
imprisonment by French officials.
She then spoke of Marx and
how his quest for refuge and political asylum was a telling one.
Upon his arrival in the capital of
Belgium, (Brussels), Prussia, a
pre-1860s German nation-state,
warned the Belgian government
of Marx’s radical tendencies.
However, the Belgians didn’t
seem to be too worried about
Marx’s radical rhetoric due to
their culture of free speech and
liberalism. Polasky explained
how the pressure from Prussia
was too great on Belgium to allow Marx to continue living in the
country while writing his radical
essays, so he was exiled. Polasky
concluded by stating that by the
end of the 1840s, Brussels was
closed off to asylum-seeking refugees due to pressure from a nation
state like Prussia.
At the post-lecture question
and answer, Polasky was asked if
she thought being an international
political refugee possibly affected
the person.
“I think there is something
about crossing borders that makes
you a different person,” Polasky
said. “Those who travel do not
‘sleep’ [referencing Dr. Mar-

tin Luther King’s “Remaining
Awake Through Great Revolution
speech”] and are more awake, and
awake to what is going on.”
Polasky was also asked to
speak on how her narrative of
political asylum in a world of
nations might apply to current
political events. She referenced
how Belgium in the 1840s had its
liberalism tested, similarly to how
the United States is today.
“Here we are,” Polasky began, “with these seven countries
[referring to the seven countries
that President Donald Trump discontinued arrivals from] where
we know no perpetrators are but
instead refugees who now more
than ever need their freedom…”
However, attendees of the
event took more away from the
lecture than just a new historical
narrative. UNH graduate student
Amanda Demmer said it was
“wonderful” to see professors going through the same process that
her and many other graduate students are going through.
“I’m trying to write my first
book, so it’s nice to see [Polasky]
thinking through the process and
being at the early stages of writing a book, even though she is
accomplished and this is her sixth
book,” Demmer said. “We often
see the polished finished product,
so it’s nice to see the messy beginning.”

tnhdigital.com

Valentine’s Day
Brunch
Stillings Dining Hall
Sunday February 12, 2017
10:00am - 2:30pm
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NH Brief
Ice climber rescued on cannon cliff
FRANCONIA, N.H. (AP)
— The New Hampshire Fish
and Game Department says an
ice climber had to be rescued
after falling 50 to 60 feet on
Cannon Cliff.
Conservation officers say
it took more than an hour to
reach the climber and then 2.5
hours to get him down challenging terrain to a snowmobile.
Officials say 47-year-old

Nick Pearson of Amherst, New
Hampshire, told them that his
ice axes gave way Saturday,
causing a long tumble that was
eventually arrested by safety
gear. He was taken to Littleton
Regional Hospital for evaluation of a leg injury.
The 4,080-foot peak has
a large cliff face that’s popular among rock and ice climbers. It’s also home to Cannon
Mountain Ski Area.

police investigate body found in woods
SOMERSWORTH, N.H.
(AP) – Law enforcement officials are investigating the discovery of a body in the woods
in Somersworth, New Hampshire.
Authorities responded to
the wooded area behind a WalMart for a report of an unresponsive male Saturday afternoon.
Police didn’t identify the
man. But family members say
the body was that of 41-year-

old Michael Whitney of Dover, who was last seen Monday
when he left to walk to the WalMart. Andy Whitney told the
Foster’s Daily Democrat newspaper that his brother had a $25
gift card to spend.
The Somersworth Police
Department had no one on duty
to confirm the identity on Sunday. Police do not believe foul
play is a factor, but it’s unclear
how the man died.

Getaway toddler returned home safely
MANCHESTER,
N.H.
(AP) – Police believe a 2-yearold girl somehow got out of
her crib overnight, sneaked out
the back door as temperatures
dipped into the teens and got
into a neighbor’s apartment.
Zoey Rose Guerrero Pena
was last seen asleep in her crib
at about 9:30 p.m. Thursday inside her grandmother’s house
in Manchester, police said. Officers were called to the home
at about 3:30 a.m. Friday and
searched the neighborhood, using dogs and a helicopter.
A neighbor woke up in her
apartment nearby at about 9:15
a.m. and saw the child inside.
The neighbor contacted police
immediately.
Authorities were having
the child, who was only wearing a pink one-piece sleeper,

checked out at a hospital. Police said they planned to gather
more details on the case.
Manchester Police Lt. Brian O’Keefe thanked all the officers and firefighters who participated in the search. Police
searched the home extensively
as well as the surrounding
neighborhood. Residents were
asked to refrain from entering
the search area.
The girl’s mother, Geraldine Pena, said her daughter
was in good condition. The
Nashua woman was not at the
Manchester home when her
daughter was reported missing.
“I want to thank everyone
from the core of my soul,” she
told WMUR-TV. “People who
don’t even know us were out in
the cold trying to help. I want to
thank them so much.”

nh wooden Textile mill makes history

Fall in love with UNH Dining and join us
at the Valentine’s Day Brunch.
View the menu at unh.edu/dining
Door price for non-meal plan holders:

$14.95 Adults
$7.50 Children (Ages 5 to 10)

Age 5 and under free with paying adult.

Brunch is included with a UNH meal plan.

Hospitality Services

NEWPORT, N.H. (AP) –
A textile mill built in 1905 in
Newport, New Hampshire, has
been placed on the National
Register of Historic Places.
The Dexter Richards and
Sons Woolen Mill is the last
surviving textile mill in Newport; it was one of the city’s
largest and most successful
industries and employers. The
building has a five-story Romanesque tower with three tall
arched windows on each side.
Original wooden beams,

windows with wheels and rod
mechanisms to open transoms,
beadboard enclosed staircases
and steel sliding fire doors are
still in place.
A single-story brick office,
connected to the main building
by a tunnel, was also built in
1905.
A concrete dam built in
1948 on the site of a 19th-century stone dam that was used
to generate power for the mill
remains there.

Follow @TNHSportS
on Twitter for live game coverage
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Health Services encourages wellness through napping
by katherine lesnyk
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
UNH Health Services hosted the first power nap session of
the spring semester on Thursday,
Feb. 2 in Studio Two of the newly renovated Hamel Recreation
Center. During these sessions,
Dawn Zitney, a wellness educator and counselor at Health Services’ Office of Health Education
and Promotion, teaches students
about sleep habits, guides a short
meditation and leads participants
into sleep with the accompaniment of dim lighting and ambient music.
According to Zitney, the
program’s goal is to educate students about the importance of
quality sleep. Zitney said sleep
is among the top three major
health concerns for college-age
people. A power nap —of approximately 20 minutes — is
not long enough that the person
partaking in it falls into such a
deep sleep that upon waking up,
they feel groggy. In a lot of in-

stances, a nap of 30 to 60 minutes will leave a person feeling
groggy. If one has the chance to
sleep for at least 90 minutes, they
will have gone through enough
sleep cycles to feel well rested.
The early-afternoon setting for
the power napping session also
encourages resting earlier in the
day, specifically during the afternoon lull that many people face
after lunchtime.
With sleep sometimes hard
to come by for busy college students, Zitney emphasized that
it’s very likely that everyone has
20 minutes to spare in the early
afternoon for a nap that will rejuvenate their bodies and lead
them to be ready to take on the
rest of the day.
As described on the Health
Services webpage about sleep,
most college-aged young adults
need 8 to 10 hours of sleep per
night, but six to seven is generally the average of what this age
group typically gets. This is due
to a variety of reasons, but it’s
primarily because of the varying

alteration of sleep schedules by
collegiate students. Not feeling
tired at night but being exhausted during the day is a common
result of such sleep methods.
Light and melatonin also dictate
these circadian rhythms of sleep,
and the disruption of normal
sleep can cause poor academic
performance, stress and irritability, among other problems. It
can also increase the likelihood
of accidents, injuries, headaches
and psychosocial issues.
Last year, the power napping sessions took place in the
Health Service building at 4
Pettee Brook Lane, but now
that the Hamel Rec. Center has
more space and a new look, the
program has since been moved
there.
These power naps run every Thursday this semester from
1:10-2 p.m. and again at 2:10-3
p.m., and are free for all students
who paid the student health fee,
which is included in tuition. This
fee enables Health Services to
offer such programs to students

katherine lesnyk/contributing

Students who participate in the power napping sessions
recieve a free gift bag, including earplugs and a facemask.
at free or reduced prices. Included in this experience, at no
cost to students, is a gift bag
that includes tea bags, a facemask and ear plugs, some helpful knowledge, new strategies to
fall asleep faster and 20 minutes
of uninterrupted napping, all in
a span of 50 minutes in between
classes. Yoga mats and blankets

are also available for use in Studio Two.
Health Services highly encourages students to attend this
program, as it can have a vast
array of positive effects on both
mental and physical health, as
well as academics.

Students browse travel opportunities at study abroad fair
By Kate Springer
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Crowds of students came
steadily in and out of the Memorial Union Building’s (MUB)
Granite State Room (GSR) last
Thursday, Feb. 2, talking animatedly about where they want to
travel in the near future.
The Center for International
Education and Global Engagement (CIEGE) hosted the 2017
Study Abroad Fair from 11 a.m.2 p.m., and according to colorful
posters that were spotted around
campus leading up to the event,
over 65 countries and 500 programs were represented there.
According to Theresa Zellem,
a CIEGE program assistant, he
goal of the fair is to “promote
study abroad” and “[to] get info
out and let students know that
it’s a viable option.” At the start
of the fair, Zellem said she estimated that over 500 students
would attend the event.
It was apparent that students had different reasons for
attending the fair. Some, like
Leah Wytas, a freshman who’s
unsure when she wants to travel,
came “to get options of what’s
out there.” Wytas held so many
study abroad pamphlets that it
looked like some were about to
fall out of her arms. Others had
different objectives for being
there, like learning more about
getting a passport or financial
aid.
The room was filled with
over 50 booths, all with general

information about study abroad,
study away, UNH Managed and
other UNH approved programs.
Stacks of glossy pamphlets and
brochures, along with free giveaways such as luggage tags with
company names, filled the tables.
New to the fair this year was
a table set up by one of the study
abroad providers, Academic
Studies Abroad (ASA), which
offered free passport photos for
interested students. Cayleigh
McCarthy, a programs advisor at
ASA, took the photos and helped
man the booth.
“We [ASA] wanted to give
an opportunity for students in
a one-stop shop [like the fair].
Passport photos are the first step
to studying abroad. Getting passport photos taken could light the
fire for students to want to travel,” McCarthy said.
According to Zellem, there
were more study abroad providers present at this fair in comparison to those of previous years.
New programs, including one
in Greece through the College
of Liberal Arts (COLA) and another at Shanghai International
Studies University through the
UNH International Exchange
Program, were being advertised
to students.
Faculty members, representatives from third-party programs, students who had attended certain programs and CIEGE
Global Ambassadors staffed the
booths the filled the fair. CIEGE
Ambassadors are returned students who volunteered to answer
prospective students’ questions

and share information regarding
their time abroad. One such ambassador was UNH junior Kellie
Reardon, who went to Rome last
summer and chose to become an
ambassador, in hopes of sharing
her experience with others.
“I was lucky to meet many
locals on the program I went on,
and found that to be valuable in
learning about Italian culture,”
Reardon said. “I wanted to tell
people back home how important it is to become immersed in
wherever you travel.”
A small section of the room
was dedicated to other January
term (J-Term) opportunities.
One such booth in that section was that for the January-term
cruise ship management course,
which revolves around a 14-day
cruise to places like Puerto Rico,
St. Thomas and Antigua. Students in this program learn about
hospitality management on the
ship and at the places they travel
to. UNH seniors Jen DeLucia
and Trisha Crowe, who recently
took the course, were there to answer questions from prospective
attendees and interested faculty
members. While the program
is offered through the business
school, all UNH students who
meet the eligibility requirements
can enroll.
“[The program was] a big
reason why I came to UNH. Who
wouldn’t want to take a cruise?”
Crowe said. “It was a great substitute for me as I did not have
time to study abroad.”
Both DeLucia and Crowe
emphasized both how much they

Kate Springer/Contributing

Over 65 countries and 500 programs were represented at
the study abroad fair last Thursday.
learned and how relaxing the trip
was for them. They both said that
their favorite part of the experience was visiting St. Maarten,
where they took a catamaran
boat ride, snorkeled and went to
the beach.
Also advocating for traveling were some faculty members,
such as Katya Burvikova, a lecturer of Russian. Burvikova said
that it’s important for students
to know about different cultures
and for them to open their eyes
to other ways of life. She also
said she thinks “students who go
abroad grow more mature, gain
self-confidence and eventually
learn more about themselves and
the world around them.”
Study Abroad advisor Leo

Got Opinions?

Meijer recommended that students with any interest in studying or interning abroad visit the
CIEGE office in Hood House.
CIEGE routinely matches students with programs and gives
them suggestions on how to fund
their time away from Durham.
UNH offices and some program
providers offer scholarships for
which students are able to apply.
According to multiple faculty members, there was an
overall good turnout for the fair.
Crowds appeared to thin as the
event went into its final hour, but
if this year’s fair is any indication, the CIEGE is well on the
way to spreading the merits of
travel around the university.

Send yours to tnh.editor@unh.edu to be published in TNH.
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The future is February

I

t’s time to buckle down.
February is upon us and
deadlines are near. If
you are a Wildcat looking for an internship or
future job, this is the month to
do it. Each year, students from
every major seize summer internships while graduates land
positions in their desired job
field. If you are someone new
to the process, there could be
a lot of confusion and stress.
But, if you start with time to
spare and become proactive
in the pursuit, you are on the
right track.

Forget about the other applicants, the
best way to distinguish yourself is to
be confident and aspirational.
source that UNH has to offer is
the UNH Career Center. They
can help and support internship and job seekers through
the process, by conducting
mock interviews, help ing create and review a resumé and
assisting a student with any
other questions or road blocks
that one comes across.
Being from a state university, there are many alumni on

An internship is a great way to get a
head start into the future “real world”
of post UNH graduation
An internship is a great
way to get a head start into
the future “real world” of post
UNH graduation. Building a
resumé is important, especially in a time when getting a job
can be competitive. One of the
first things to do is to create a
resumé, cover letter and develop a LinkedIn account. These
are three key necessities to
applying for a job. Once you
have perfected all three, looking for places and companies
that seem to match your interests can begin. One great re-

the seacoast and in the Boston
area. Connecting with these
fellow Wildcats can provide
advice from a professionals in
the field who similarly found
a job after graduating from
UNH. That being said, when
searching for an internship or
job, looking in the area can be
very beneficial since employers are almost certain to know
the university and have had
hired other students. Living
in Durham during the summer is an experience I person-

FOLLOW US ON
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@THENEWHAMPSHIRE

ally hope all ‘Cats can have.
Don’t forget that professors,
lecturers and TAs can be great
people to discus opportunities
with.
Applying to internships
and jobs is very similar to applying to college. Although
that amazing top-internship
is something to reach for and
should definitely be applied
to, it is important to remember
that it is a competitive world
out there. Looking into many
different opportunities is crucial. The deadline for the majority of summer gigs is coming up, and if you hear “no”
back from your top choice,
your chances of finding another opportunity could be low.
Focusing on three or more applications will give one more
security in insuring a position.
At the end of the day, one
of the best pieces of advice is
to just be yourself. When interviewing or writing a cover
letter, be sure to include bits
about yourself often. Forget
the other applicants; the best
way to distinguish yourself is
to be confident and aspirational. Good luck and get to it! The
future is waiting.
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Currently streaming
Usually, I’d be on here ranting about politics, but I’d like to
mix it up a little bit this week.
Since I reprised my Netflix account this past summer, I’ve
found that my tour through television isn’t nearly over with. I’ve
labored away for years watching
the classics: “The Wire,” “The
Sopranos,” “Deadwood,” “Breaking Bad,” and others. It is overwhelming how great television is.
People will forget that before the Sopranos and further
back to “Twin Peaks,” television
was a joke. Nobody really took
it seriously and nor should they
have. The acting was soap operaesque, the story never took any
chances, and the production value
was cheap. Nowadays in the age
of “Game of Thrones” and “The
Walking Dead” (terrible these
days), we are accustomed to large
budgets, risky storytelling and
brilliant acting.
Netflix is a unique place to
watch a show. It is packed full
of binge worthy masterpieces.
This isn’t a binge list, but certain
shows on here could, if physically
possible, be consumed without
stop. Currently, I am trying not to
already tank my GPA by watching
too much “Sons of Anarchy.” So
here’s a list of the best shows I’ve
watched recently or one’s that

I’ve watched too many times.
“It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia:” I’ve watched this show,
well specifically, seasons two
through seven, at least 40 times.
Each time, I’ve loved it. The gang
of misanthropes, sociopaths and
illiterates never fails to make me
laugh. Now on its 12th season,
the show continues to make some
of the best comedy on television
without really any award praise
or big commercial success. It’s
a cult-classic. Unlike terrible sitcoms, it subverts many of the
tropes of mainstream comedies in
favor of never compromising its
horribly dark comedic nature and
the character’s inability to ever
improve. As one critics said, “It’s
Seinfeld on crack.” Well said.
“Peaky Blinders:” British
television is taking on many of
the characteristics of its American
counterpart without risking its
own specific nature. In this dark
and atmosphere-heavy show, we
meet Thomas Shelby (played by
Cillian Murphy) as he runs his
gang in post-World War I in Birmingham, England. The coal mining town is trying to lift itself out
of the worst war in history (at that
time) and Shelby’s gang, called
The Peaky Blinders, are the rulers
of the streets. Although this show
goes close to the usual tropes of

The current
Mark Kobzik
Peak TV, its smart storytelling and
complicated characters doesn’t,
making it not just another show. It
is above the competition and it’s
returning for a fourth season.
“Black Mirror:” This show
will make you depressed. There
should be a warning before every episode to remind you just
how brutal this show can be.
Thankfully, each episode is its
own or else we’d have to endure
miserable things happening to
the same characters every episode. The premise of the show
is about the future of technology
and the ways in which our society runs the risk of abusing and
misusing it. These are mostly
dark tales, but there’s a level of
dark humor which evens things
out. One specific episode has a

‘The blame lies with all of us’
contributor’s column
Elliott Greene
It’s been a long and tiresome election cycle, and for
many of us the outcome has been
less than stellar. There is legitimate fear and concern for the future of this country on both sides
of the aisle. Because of this fear
and concern we the people have
turned against one another.
Liberals and conservatives
have never been more divided.
Each side blames the other while
thinking themselves infallible.
How did we get to this point?
Where did we go so far astray
that people are now scared to express their political views? What
happened to us, the citizens of
this great nation?
Firstly, we must recognize
that the blame lies with all of us.
It was not just one party or the
politicians or the media or any
other single group. It is every
individual in this nation. We all
want to point the finger because
it’s an easy way out; it’s easier to
blame others than to be critical
of ourselves. This is due, in part,
to human nature but also due to
the separation we have created
between us. I attribute this social
and political crisis to a lack of
discussion. We, as a community,
no longer seek for our ideas to
be challenged. Instead we seek
people that will agree with us,
make us feel self-righteous and
powerful. How many of you liberals would attend a College Republicans meeting? How many
of you conservatives would lis-

ten to College Democrats? Even
worse, how many of you would
avoid both altogether?
We think ourselves under
attack when someone questions
our views. We feel threatened
by those who see the world differently. In a community as accepting as UNH we forget where
our strength lies: in our diversity
of opinion and ideas. We cannot
look at ideas contrary to ours
as dangerous, we must embrace
them as we would any other
source of diversity. By challenging your own beliefs, you
strengthen your mind, your beliefs and your character. We have
grown weak from echo chambers
of our own spoiled ideas.
We have lost something that
our society had not so long ago:
the discussion. Such a simple
idea. I’m sure we can all agree
that we learn much from in class
discussions, yet we shy away
when it comes to discussions of
what we already think we know.
We as a community must not ignore each other as we have been
doing, both as a nation and a college community. Yet there is still
a worse trap to this great nation.
It’s the snare of disenfranchisement. We do the worst possible
action against our selves. We
treat politics as a taboo. We
feign ignorance to avoid the dark
truths that lie in the corner of our
minds.
Don’t fall for this toxic notion for that will be the end of

our democracy. Those who do
this are the worst kind of citizens. Certainly, it is a question if
they should even be considered
such. It is time for us to take a
stand. While we ignore the truth
or claw at each other’s parties
there are those who seek to take
our freedoms, our rights and our
beliefs. Now is the time to make
peace with our political enemies
and fight those who seek to divide with parties and religions.
Divided, we, the people of these
United States, are weak, but together we will be unstoppable.
So I implore every one of
you to start the respectful, civil
and peaceful discussions that
will save this country. Listen to
people you disagree with. Read
news that is foreign to you.
Question your beliefs. Listen to
the protesters on the other side
of the road. Question authority.
Think critically of yourself and
the world around you.
We cannot advocate just
one party or one ideology, we
need every one of them for this
democratic republic to function.
We must create political discourse, mutual respect and balance. Only through this can we
as a country, as a university and
as individuals, have any hope for
our future.

TNH

huge spider with a person head
on it. Really f-ed up. There’s not
a bad episode in its three-season
run and each story leaves something with you to think about.
This is intellectually engaging
and never boring.
“Twin Peaks:” I put this on
here because this show is not
only brilliant, but after 25 years
of being off air it’s coming back
this summer. In the early 90s
this was THE show. Everyone
wanted to know who killed Laura Palmer. David Lynch being
David Lynch decided to undermine and overthrow many established storytelling and thematic
elements of the day and instead
transform the television show as
a medium. The small screen was
no longer a place for cheesy soap
operas and boring stories. Okay,
that stayed, but this show certainly changed a lot. Lynch and
his co-creator, Mark Frost made
some of the most memorable
characters in television history.
Only on for two seasons, it was
way before its time and I have a
feeling like it’s returned at the
perfect moment.
“Narcos:” Yeah, I dressed
as Pablo Escobar for Halloween.
Just by happenstance I had the
perfect costume. Except for the
mustache. Wasn’t really able to

get that part down. This show,
especially the second season,
is one of the reasons Netflix is
becoming more and more respected. Just a few years ago,
you could find great shows made
by other networks, now it is that
network. It is the place to make
Peak TV. Narcos follows the life
of Pablo Escobar, the people
he brutalized and the men and
women who took him down. You
will love him, hate him and want
him dead. One of my few criticisms of the show is seeing little
of his rise as king of Colombia.
But never does this show slow
down, so watch and read closely
(it’s in Spanish), Narcos is television at its finest.
“Sons of Anarchy:” I’m on
season five, so I can’t give a full
endorsement of the show. That
said, it remains as one of the best
shows I’ve seen. It’s binge-worthiness is rivaled by few. It can
be corny and tropey, but it never
disappoints in making you select
the next episode. The characters, poorly written at first, have
turned into well thought out and
acted never ceasing to scheme
and brutalize their opponents.
The villains are almost always
winning as I like to joke, nothing
ever good happens. Nonetheless,
I highly recommend this one.

Thumbs up
Thumbs down
Thumbs up to the greatest
comeback in Super Bowl history.
Thumbs down to having to go to
class in the morning. #GoPats
Thumbs up to Super Bowl
commercials.
Thumbs down to commericals at
literally any other time in life.

TNH’s 2nd annual

Valentine’s Day
love letters

Submit a love letter to tnh.editor@unh.edu
or send a DM to @thenewhampshire to be
published in our Valentine’s Day
issue on Feb.13!
Letters may be published
anonymously with a pseudonym and must
be under 150 words.
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continued from page 16
blew everyone away. Once
Julio Jones broke free, he was
unstoppable. Devonta Freeman
was eating us alive. The Patriots
had no answers, and 21 straight
points were proof of that. When
Brady threw that pick-six to
Robert Alford to put Atlanta up
21-0, my body went numb. I
couldn’t move, and for the first
time all season, I doubted this
New England Patriots team.
Shame on me.
Even at the beginning of the
second half, the Pats’ chances
looked bleak; a no-score on the
first drive and Atlanta went on
to put up seven more points to
make the score 28-3. Hold on,
because now it gets good.
Finally, FINALLY the Patriots find the endzone and my immediate thought was ‘okay, we
won’t get embarrassed but I can’t
see us coming back.’ Then, Gostkowski missed the extra point
and all of my fear and anxiety
came crawling back. The clock
ticks down in the third quarter

and now the Patriots, with possession, begin the fourth quarter
looking at a 28-9 deficit, nobody
in the history of the Super Bowl
has ever come back from such a
deficit. Well, nothing’s impossible when you have Tom Brady.
This is where my emotions
lost control. Every once in a
great while in this wonderful
world of sports, moments are
created that will last a lifetime.
Every Patriots fan remembers
it, it makes my skin crawl every
time I see them. David Tyree
2007, Mario Manningham 2012,
Jermaine Kearse 2014 (didn’t
matter anyways) and then, Julio
Jones. Not again. With the Patriots now only one score away
from tying it, the Falcons begin a
drive upfield. When Jones made
that grab over Eric Rowe to put
the Falcons in field goal range,
I sank in my chair; how many
times are we going to fall for this
same trap? It’s like a nightmare
that just keeps haunting you.
But all of a sudden, the Falcons
started to fall apart. A sack and a
holding call pushed the Falcons
out of field goal range and were

forced to punt the ball back to
New England. Is this happening?
Is the luck finally on our side? I
stood up, we were back in it.
Remember when I mentioned the four catches? Well,
mention the name David Tyree
to me again and I’ll raise you a
Julian Edelman. You re-create
that scene 1000 times and that
ball hits the ground 999 times.
Catch of the season, of the year,
of the century. Hell, the greatest
catch in NFL history. Move over
Odell Beckham Jr. The broadcast shortly after played the infamous helmet catch and all of
a sudden, I felt it. They can do
this. They’re going to pull this
off.
That grab ultimately led
to another touchdown, White’s
first rushing touchdown of the
evening. I didn’t move a single
muscle. It meant nothing unless
we got the two-point conversion.
Danny Amendola secured the tie
and my heart began to pound out
of my chest. Could not sit still.
There was no way they were
losing now; they were going to
finish this. Matthew Slater with
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the call of the year gets the heads
call right on the coin toss and the
Pats get the ball to start overtime. Here. We. Go.
I honestly don’t remember
anything from that drive and
don’t care to at this point in time
except the final play. Oh the
irony. The first play from scrimmage by the Atlanta Falcons was
a toss play to Freeman that he
broke loose for a 37-yard run to
start to drive, and Atlanta looked
dominant for a majority of that
point forward. The last play of
the game, well it was a toss play
to James White, and the Patriots
shocked the world.
And that was it. The game
ended 34-28 and when the clock
hit 0:00, it was the New England
Patriots who got the last laugh.
Brady wins his fifth ring in the
most monumental comeback
NFL football has ever seen.
Words don’t even do it justice,
this is my knee-jerk thoughts on
this whole thing but there’s no
amount of words to describe the
joy, the hearbreak, the doubt and
vindication I felt all in that one
game. The New England Patriots

WHOC

UPCOMING
WOMEN’S
HOCKEY
SCHEDULE

continued from page 16
good hockey player and
makes big plays for us.”
Unfortunately for the ‘Cats,
while finishing up a two-game
series at Vermont on Saturday,
Curtis couldn’t prevent a 3-1
loss, leaving UNH in a threeway tie for fourth in the Hockey
East standings.
Saturday’s loss bumps Vermont up to third in Hockey East
with 22 points, while UNH is
tied with Providence College
and Boston University for fourth
with 20 points.
“I thought we played great,”
Witt said. “Their goalie played
phenomenal, give her credit.
She’s the star of the game. She
stopped everything except for
one. We had a lot of shots – quality shots, quality chances. She
just had a great game today.”
The Catamounts’ goaltender, Madison Litchfield, nearly
shut the Wildcats out until Jenna
Rheault ended the drought at
14:07 of the third period.
Rheault netted her second
goal of the season while posting
UNH’s lone goal on Saturday.
Her only other goal came back

Friday, Feb. 10, 7
p.m. vs. Boston
University
Saturday, Feb.
11, 3 p.m. at
Boston
University
CHINA WONG/STAFF

Sophomore defenseman Jenna Rheault scored UNH’s lone goal in Saturday’s 3-1 loss.
in late October, also against Vermont.
UNH’s downfall occurred
in the second period, allowing
two goals in 16 seconds. UNH
goaltender Kyra Smith allowed
all three goals on just four faced

shots.
Moving on, UNH has just
four games left on the season
for a chance at the playoffs. For
coach Witt, it’s only positive
thinking.
“If we play the way we

played [Saturday] and get a couple more stops, we’re going to be
successful,” she said.
UNH will next play Friday
night at 7 p.m. at the Whittemore
Center for senior night against
Boston University.

Have any photos you want
published in TNH sports?
The sports desk is looking for
contributing photographers.
If interested, contact us at
TNHsports@yahoo.com
SKI

continued from page 16
ntinue to come together
strong, getting faster each weekend which is something we want
to focus on this year,” Schwartz
said. “We’re going to get as

are world champions for the fifth
time.
One day in October of 2004,
Dave Roberts stole second base
and sparked one of the most monumental playoff comebacks in
Red Sox history. One day in May
of 2013, the Boston Bruins faced
a 4-1 deficit in the third period
of a win-or-go-home game seven
against the Toronto Maple Leafs,
and Nathan Horton sparked one
of the greatest combacks in Bruins history. Add Feb. 5, 2017 to
the list. One fateful day in February, the New England Patriots
shocked the world and overcame
a 25-point deficit to win their
fifth Super Bowl in franchise
history.
In my opinion, Brady’s heroics tops them all. Soak this
one in fans, because as Patriots
owner Bob Kraft said, the fifth
ring is the sweetest of them all.
The 2016-17 revenge tour is officially complete. Go Pats.
Brian is a junior communication major. Follow Brian
on Twitter @bdunny17 and find
Brian’s stories online at tnhdigital.com.

many people at nationals as we
can.”
With only three weeks left
until the NCAA Ski Championships, teams are using what few
opportunities they have before
then to prepare. Among those
are the Dartmouth and Middlebury Carnivals before the NCAA

Regional Championships.
Cross-country
standouts
Silje Wilson, Elizabeth Gill and
Maddy Pfeifer dominated at
Trapps Nordic Center and piloted the women’s team to first
place, stomping out Dartmouth
and UVM soundly.
Next weekend the team

travels to Oak Hill/Dartmouth
Skiway to take on first-place
Dartmouth on their home turf.
There, the complete UNH team
will seek to put it all together
and come out strong with the
gold.
For more, visit unhwildcats.
com.

Friday, Feb. 17,
7 p.m. at
University of
Connecticut
Saturday, Feb.
18, 2 p.m. at
University of
Connecticut
Friday, Feb. 24
Hockey East
Tournament
Quarterfinals
(Game 1)
Saturday, Feb.
25 Hockey East
Tournament
Quarterfinals
(Game 2)
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MEN’S HOCKEY

‘Cats lose ﬁfth straight as BC, UMass Lowell soar past UNH
By BRIAN DUNN
SPORTS EDITOR
It went from bad, to worse.
After a winless weekend
against the previously-ranked No.
19 Providence College Friars,
the Wildcats once again failed to
record a win during a two-game
weekend against two ranked opponents, falling to No. 8, Boston
College (6-4) and No. 10, UMass
Lowell (8-2). Multi-point efforts
from players such as Tyler Kelleher, Matias Cleland and Michael
McNicholas were not enough to
overcome the odds and the ‘Cats
fall to 11-13-4 on the season, now
losing ﬁve-straight dating back to
Jan. 21 against Notre Dame.
Head coach, Dick Umile, addressed this in his postgame press
conference following Friday’s loss
to the Eagles. He acknowledged
that the ‘Cats are competing hard,
but not getting the desired results
to show for it.
“I have no complaints with
how hard they compete, a never
give up attitude [they] stay with
it,” Umile said. “But we got to
start playing on the other side instead of being behind all the time.”
Eagles’ forward JD Dudek’s
goal ﬁve minutes into the ﬁrst
period marked the seventh consecutive game in which the ‘Cats
surrendered the ﬁrst goal. Dudek’s
rebound chance gave the Eagles
an early advantage, and Colin
White, the team’s leading goal

CHINA WONG/STAFF

(Left) Freshman Liam Blackburn loses his footing in Friday night’s 6-4 loss to Boston College. (Right) Junior Michael McNicholas tallied one goal and three assists over the weekend, putting him in a tie for second on the team in points with 28.
scorer, made it 2-0 shortly afterward at 8:44.
The ‘Cats found life off the
stick of Patrick Grasso who buried a one-time slapshot on the
powerplay past Joseph Woll to
cut the deﬁcit to one. The assist
came from Tyler Kelleher, which
made for his 100th career assist as
a Wildcat.
The Eagles’ top-ranked offense went back to work, extending their lead to three goals with
an offensive ﬂurry in the second
and early third period to make the
score 5-2 in the opening minute of
the third period.
With tensions high and the
‘Cats desperate, UNH began to
play physically, and the Eagles
were outmatched for a majority

GYMNASTICS

The UNH gymnastics team
set a season-high with a score
of 196.075 points at the George
Washington Quad-Meet on Saturday in Washington, D.C.
The Wildcats ﬁnished second out of the four teams competing as George Washington
University took ﬁrst place, and
Towson University and Ball State
University ﬁnished in third and
fourth, respectively. The Colonials won their home meet by
barely beating out the Wildcats
with a score of 196.400.
Sophomore Danielle Doolin put together a complete performance for the Wildcats, as
she was the only UNH gymnast
to participate in all four events.
Her performance yielded an allaround score of 39.025 with her
best performance coming on the
balance beam as she posted a
career-high 9.850. Doolin’s teammates also executed on the beam
as the Wildcats had four other
gymnasts ﬁnish in the top 10.
Junior Casey Lauter and sophomore Danielle Mulligan both tied
Doolin’s score of 9.850 on the
balance beam as the three of them
tied for third overall.
With UNH narrowly outscoring the Colonials on the

The ‘Cats hit the road the following night to take on the No. 10
River Hawks, and despite scoring
the ﬁrst goal, UNH couldn’t capitalize and were dealt a dissapointing 8-2 loss at the Tsongas Center
in Lowell, Mass.
Both of UNH’s two goals on
the evening came on the power
play. McNicholas and Cleland
both scored on the man-advantage
to keep the game close towards
the end of the second period. But
a third-period explosion from the
River Hawks put the game well
out of reach. The River Hawks
scored ﬁve goals in the third period, one on the powerplay, to secure an 8-2 victory.
The team recognizes the road
doesn’t get easier, as the ‘Cats

now face the challenge of No. 12
Vermont on the road this weekend,
but the only thing to do is to keep
preparing the way they know how
and not lose focus.
“I think we feel like we
are right there, there’s deﬁnitely
things we can improve on and I
think when we do, we’re going to
get one of these games,” Grasso
said. “But until we do that, we got
to keep coming to the rink and preparing the way that we know how
and try to get one of these games.”
The ‘Cats travel to Burlington, Vermont for two games
against the Catamounts this Friday
and Saturday. Both games are set
to start at 7 p.m.

TRACK AND FIELD

Wildcats ﬁnish
second in D.C.
By ZACK HOLLER
SPORTS EDITOR

of the third period. Following a
power-play goal from Kelleher,
Jason Salvaggio cut the deﬁcit to
one. Chris Calman whacked Salvaggio after his shot which earned
him a game misconduct, giving
the Wildcats a ﬁve-minute powerplay lasting the end of regulation.
The ‘Cats were inches away from
tying it as Grasso had a chance
to bury the equalizer, but Woll
stood tall in the end and the ‘Cats
couldn’t claw back and fell 6-4 after an empty-net goal.
“We’ve been good in the third
all season, but it just comes down
to bearing down right away,” McNicholas said. “We didn’t have a
good ﬁrst and second and we got
to be better right away we got to be
more focused before the games.”

vault, George Washington set
themselves apart from the pack
with their collective performances on the bars. The Colonials
had four gymnasts score a 9.800
or higher on the bars while Ball
State had three and Towson and
the Wildcats only had one each.
That one gymnast for UNH,
however, had the best performance from a Wildcat all afternoon. Mulligan scored a
career-high tying 9.900 with her
execution on the bars, which led
her to a ﬁrst-place ﬁnish individually for the meet.
As a team, UNH improved
coming off of last week’s win
over Utah State in beam, ﬂoor
and the vault. Overall, the Wildcats had the best team score on
the balance beam and the ﬂoor
exercise and posted season-high’s
on the vault, bars and beam.
The Wildcats improve to 9-2
after the weekend and will travel
to Bowling Green, Ohio next Saturday, Feb. 11 to go head-to-head
with the Bowling Green State
University Falcons at 2:30 p.m.

Please
Recycle

Men place second, women
fourth at URI Invitational
By RYAN PAGLIARO
STAFF WRITER
The URI Coaches Tribute Invitational proved to be good competition this weekend for the ‘Cats
as they head deeper into their season in preparation for the conference championship.
With 13 schools represented
on the men’s side and 14 on the
women’s, both teamed fared well
despite missing some key players. The men ﬁnished second with
83.5 points compared to URI’s
193. The women’s team was able
to pull off a fourth-place ﬁnish and
were good for 77.25 points, just
behind Holy Cross’s 81.
After mostly staying at home
or close by for meets, this was the
team’s ﬁrst lengthy journey to a
meet. Sometimes the long days
are just part of the experience as
both teams were able to still perform well.
“It’s deﬁnitely tough,” men’s
coach Jim Boulanger said on traveling far for meets. “Some of the
ladies and some of the guys were
remarking that they got to see a
whole different group of teams
that they’ve seen before in just
dual meets. It was a fourteen team
meet so there were people all over
the place, so every section was
good.”
Both teams had to perform

without some crucial contributors,
whether it be for resting reasons or
illness.
“I felt good about it. We
weren’t fully armed. We were
picking away at spots and points
and just picking up points here and
there,” Boulanger said. “We kind
of got hit by that little bug that’s
been going around campus and we
had to scratch eight or nine people,
many of which who would have
scored.”
Despite the heavy amount
of scratches, second place was
attained thanks to efforts lead by
thrower Nicholas Ritzo and polevaulter Alexander Tamulonis.
Ritzo placed second with a shotput throw of 15.88-meters while
Tamulonis vaulted to a height of
4.45m for a second-place ﬁnish.
Other notable performances
include Joel NKounkou in the
long jump (fourth) and a fourth
place-ﬁnish from John Cox in the
400-meter, as well as Jacob Kitteredge (third), Brett Hoener (fourth)
and Nathan Kitterdge (sixth) placing in the 1000m.
This young team is always
looking to improve in every area,
and after three meets, there are
some areas to address which include getting strong in the jumps.
“We deﬁnitely have to get
better at the jumps. [NKounkou]
jumped well in the high jump…

Long jump , triple jump and high
jump, we can’t keep giving away
points in those events,” Boulanger said.
The women were able to perform well despite missing some
key contributors. Jessica Hackett
ﬁnished third in the 400m with a
time of 59.90 seconds. Alexandria Geise fared well in the mile
placing second crossing the line in
5:00.82.
A pair of pole vaulters, Kari
Murnane and Ashling Slevin,
were able to go back-to-back for
the win and second place. Both
cleared a height of 3.5m.
Laura Rose Donegan placed
third in the 1000m with a time of
2:59.69 and will continue to work
on her speed to aid her steeplechase time.
Both teams are preparing for
the America East Championships
that will take place the weekend of
Feb. 24. Last year, the women’s
team saw success with a secondplace ﬁnish in both the indoor and
outdoor seasons. The men placed
ﬁfth at conference last outdoor
season.
Both teams will send athletes to compete at both the David
Hemery Valentine Invitational in
Boston on Feb. 10, and at Orono,
Maine to square up against the
University of Maine the following
day.
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Gill leads ‘Cats
to secondplace ﬁnish
By BRET BELDEN
STAFF WRITER
In what was UNH skiing’s
best all-around performance this
season, the team posted unprecedented marks.
Finishing second overall
was one of the team’s major accomplishments this weekend. It’s
their highest ranking thus far, but
the team was especially pleased to
ﬁnish above the Winter Carnival
host, University of Vermont.
Head coach Cory Schwartz
was proud of his team’s accomplishments.
“We came in second behind
Dartmouth who had a pretty big
lead, but we were excited to beat
UVM. They’re a pretty tough
team to beat,” Schwartz said.
Schwartz made some comments about the snow conditions
in northern Vermont and how they
factored into UNH’s success.
“We had a little different
weather this weekend from what
we’re used to—roughly half a foot
of snow over the course of the day.
It makes visibility quite hard, but
[UNH] did a nice job on the trails
and slopes, which is very impressive,” Schwartz said. “We took advantage of the situation and made
the best of it.”
Schwartz was hardly concerned about missing three of
his skiers this week to the World
University Games, despite their
importance to the team. Alpine
skiers Phil Rivet (Quebec), Lisa
Wedsjö (Sweden) and Sohvi Virkkula (Finland) are hardly insigniﬁcant—together, they put up
74 points last week at the UNH
Carnival.
“The team did a good job this
week, even without those three
[skiers],” Schwartz said.
UNH had six skiers on the
podium this weekend. An unsure
Schwartz even questioned his own
memory regarding the team’s history.
“We might not have ever had
that many people on the podium in
one weekend. As you can imagine,
we’re all very proud of that performance. In the freestyle event,
[the] women won yesterday’s
race, beating both Dartmouth
and UVM. That’s quite a feat,”
Schwartz said.
The team has been and continues to be pushing forward with
their goals in mind. While ﬁnishing ﬁrst is high on that list, it’s
one of the team’s top priorities to
get as many qualiﬁers for the national championship as possible.
Although it’s based on individual
results, a full team effort will be
important moving forward.
“Going forward, as we conSKI
continued on page 14
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WHAT JUST HAPPENED!?
Sports Editor Brian Dunn’s take on the Patriots’
epic Super Bowl comeback vs. the Atlanta Falcons
It’s 11:48 p.m.
I ﬁnally have the energy, and
the capacity to sit myself down
and begin to try and organize my
thoughts about what just happened. If you asked me what I was
going to write about at 9 p.m., it
would have looked much different
than what’s going to come out on
paper now, but here goes nothing.
That was the greatest football game I have ever seen in my
life. Absolutely nothing tops it.
For a long time I was convinced
that Malcolm Butler intercepting
Russell Wilson to win Super Bowl
XLIX was going to be the highest football high for me. But when
James White crossed the goal
line to win the ﬁrst ever overtime

But that’s a story for another
time. This is about the game and
the New England Patriots pulling off the greatest comeback in
Super Bowl history. No other
team has come back from such a
deﬁcit in a Super Bowl. In a moment when everyone, including
myself was ready to call it quits,
that’s when greatness is born,
that’s when GOATs are born. Tom
Brady did just that.
From Atlanta’s ﬁrst snap,
the ﬁrst half was absolutely dismal for the Patriots. The offense
was ﬂat, Brady was overthrowing receivers and receivers were
dropping open passes. The Falcons’ offense, which I knew
was the real deal before kickoff,

BRIAN’S BANTER

Brian Dunn
game in Super Bowl history, I felt
something even better; it was extreme joy, but more importantly,
vindication.

COMEBACK continued on page 14

WOMEN’S HOCKEY

Curtis in the clutch
CURTIS’
CAREER STATS
GOALS: 50
ASSISTS: 46

The New Hampshire

SCORE
CARD

GYMNASTICS (9-2)

196.400 196.075
Sunday, Washington, D.C.

MEN’S HOCKEY (11-13-4)

8 2
UML

-0.83 POINTS PER
GAME AVERAGE
-LEADS THE TEAM
WITH 32 POINTS
THIS SEASON

CHINA WONG/STAFF
By CHRIS BOKUM
STAFF WRITER
With the game on the line,
head coach Hilary Witt looked to
a familiar face in senior forward
Jonna Curtis, but it wasn’t the
ideal situation.
Trailing 3-2 on the road
against Vermont on Friday night,
the ‘Cats were desperate to stay
close with the Catamounts in
Hockey East standings.
With less than two minutes
to play, UNH was shorthanded
and on the verge of losing the

tinue to come together strong, getting faster each weekend which is

game. Curtis made a historic play
to save the game for UNH.
Junior Julia Fedeski dished
the puck from deep in UNH’s
defensive zone to a speeding Carlee Toews who found Curtis in
the neutral zone for a breakaway
down the left wing with the game
on her stick.
Curtis ﬁnished sliding the
puck in the back of the net for her
17th goal of the season and 50th
of her career to end Friday’s tout
in a 3-3 tie.
“I thought we played a good
game,” Witt said. “We were down
by two twice and battled back.

I really liked our resilience and
ﬁght. It was a well earned point.”
That point, which kept UNH
and Vermont neck-and-neck in
the standings at the time, was
made possible by the efforts of
the ‘Cats’ top weapon in Curtis.
“It was great for [Curtis]
and her personal success,” said
Witt on Curtis’ milestone goal.
“But for us in the game, it was a
shorthanded goal with under ﬁve
minutes to go and tie it – that’s
just what she does. She’s a very
WHOC
continued on page 14

UNH

Saturday, Lowell, Mass.

WOMEN’S HOCKEY (11-15-2)

3 1

VERMONT

UNH

Saturday, Burlington, Vt.

STATS
WEEK

of the

18

Points the
New England
Patriots trailed
by at halftime.

POINTS: 96
-115 GAMES
PLAYED

UNH

GWU

9.900

Danielle
Mulligan’s
career-best
score on the
bars on Sunday.
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Men’s hockey
was dealt
two losses
to ranked
opponents over
the weekend.
Gymnastics
posts highest
score of the
season in loss
to GWU.
Track and
ﬁeld competed
at the URI
Coaches Tribute
Invitational.

